AGRICUTURE ADVANCES
1. Target for priority sector……..
2. Target for agriculture loans
3. Target for small and marginal farmers….
4. Upto ……………………. Under agri ancillary activities& Agri infrastructure
coming under priority
5. Priority sector loans to individual women beneficiaries upto…………included
as part of………….
6. Marginal farmers are………….
7. Small farmers are……………..
8. PMJDY OD upto……… coming under …………. And population does not
exceed……………
9. Target for weaker section…………..
10. SF and MF coming under
11. under ………….and ………………circumstances margin is nil under agri
advances
12. Margin for estate purchase loans……..
13. upto ……, ………, ………….. we can give loan without security under agriculture.
14. Hypothecation board is exempted for……………….
15. PIPR to be submitted ………….for term loans above………
16. AEO & AEO promotee manager can value upto……… and other managers
can value upto……… for agricultural loans
17. Valuation should be taken once in………
18. waiver of obtention of bills/ Vouchers for loan upto………
19. Gold loan should not given to………….
20. Gold loan for Special minted gold coins issued by bank should not exceed
21. For gold loan,Land records should obtain for the loan ……………..
22. Maximum Gold loan quantum for crop purpose……….
23. Maximum Gold loan quantum for non crop purpose……….

24. A customer can obtain gold loan upto……..
25. Gold loan should be repaid within
26. Appraiser charges for gold loan processing
27. Reappraisal to be done for the loan
28. A customer is having 3 ac of land. In this 3 ac he cultivated banana(SOF :
70000/ac). He likes to pledge 120 gram of gold
ornaments(Rs.2000/gram). The limit eligible for this customer is……
29. A customer is having 5 ac of land. In this 2 ac he cultivated turmeric(SOF :
60000/ac). He likes to pledge 120 gram of gold minted coins issued by
IOB(Rs.2000/gram). The limit eligible for this customer is……
30. Maximum age of jewel appraiser?
31. Gold loan exposure exceeds…………………….., we have to appoint two
appraiser?
32. Security deposit, deposited by appraiser in case of gold loan exposure
upto 10 crores?
33. Security deposit, deposited by appraiser in case of gold loan exposure
above 10 crores?
34. Safekeeping charges for gold loan?
35. A gold loan becomes NPA after………..
36. A customer is having a gold loan for an amount of Rs.25000/-. Then
second time he likes to pledge for another 20000/-. The PC for second
loan?
37. Maximum amount granted under term loan for agricultural purposes
against gold jewellery?
38. A staff can avail gold loan maximum of?
39. Branch can sanction gold loan upto………………. For staff close relatives
40. Compensation to borrowers in case of theft of gold loan packets based on
41. Upto what risk sanctioning autority can sanction gold loan?
42. Under KCCS sub limit II is fixed based on……….
43. under KCCS loan amount should not exceed …………….of value of the

products
44. under KCCS & SHG loans, loans above…… should be sent for review
45. UPIS consist of totally……….
46. PAIS applicable upto the age of……….. coverage for the same is………………
&………..
47. Premium for PAIS
48. Maximum limit under CKOD……..
49. Maximum loan quantum under produce loan
50. Produce loan to be repaid within…………….
51. Group size of JLG
52. Target for KMCCS
53. Group size of SHG
54. Housing finance to members of SHGs to maximum amount of……………….
55. Canara Kutir Yojana is………………
56. Maximum loan under Canara Kutir Yojana……………
57. Group size of MCG
58. Limit permitted under MCG
59. Kisan tatkal is for….
60. Maximum loan eligibility under Kisan tatkal is
61. Reimbursement upto ………. Can be given under FDL & Expenses incurred
within…….. are eligible.
62. Obtention of bills waived upto ………… under FDL
63. Maximum limit can be sanctioned under commercial horticulture is
………………
64. Eligibility for availing tractor loan …………………….
65. Tractor usage should be ………….. & Minimum ……….. in own land
66. Eligibility for availing power tiller loan is …………
67. Eligibility for availing small tractor loan is…………..
68. Maximum quantum of loan under small tractor is…………….
69. For small tractor loan tractor usage should be……………..& minimum …………
hrs in farmers own land
70. for financing second hand tractors tractor should not be more
than……………….. old
71. Margin for second hand tractor
72. Minimum land holding for pumpset/ minor irrigation loan is
73. Minimum acerage holding for solar pumpset loan for irrigation is……….
74. minimum land holding for ALLHV loan is……………..
75. for financing second hand ALLHV, vehicle should not be more
than……………….. old & quantum should not be more than ………..
76. Maximum loan quantum under KAPTL
77. Eligibility for KAPTL……
78. Matsya Suraksha is a
79. Loan quantum under Matsya Suraksha is ………..
80. Matsya Parirakshan is a ………… & loan quantum is ………..
81. Matsya samruddhi is a ………. & loan quantum is…..
82. Maximum guarantee cover under CGFS for FPC is …..

83. Maximum loan quantum for smart machine scheme is…..
84. Maximum loan quantum for purchase of agricultural lands ……….
85. land holding criteria for loans for purchase of agricultural lands ……
86. Eligible limit under debt swapping scheme for farmers
87. Incentive for doctors under rural clinic service is ….
88. Jalayoga scheme is for ……….
89. Incentive for RSV is ………
90. Maximum loan quantum for commission agents against book debts…….
91. SFAC is a …………
92. Project cost ceiling under ACABC is ……
93. Security comfort for cold storage is …….
94. Kisan sampada Yojana is a………..
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